James Ketchell is a record-breaking
aviator, adventurer, motivational speaker.
On 1st February 2014, James became the first and only person to have rowed
across the Atlantic Ocean, successfully summited Mount Everest and cycled 18,000
miles around the world, in what the media dubbed ‘The Ultimate Triathlon’.
In 2019 he flew his open cockpit gyroplane over 24,000 nautical miles
circumnavigating in 175 days to set the first Fédération Aéronautique
Internationale aviation speed record around the world.
However, it was an inauspicious start for James; in 2008 he was recovering from
a serious motorcycle accident that had left him with broken legs and a severely
broken and dislocated ankle. The prognosis was that he would likely suffer a
permanent walking impairment and would certainly not be able to continue the
active physical lifestyle he had so enjoyed.

James is an
accomplished
presenter and
regularly speaks
at events and
conferences around
the world.

“James was fantastic choice for a guest speaker at our annual business kick-off. His story
was a wonderfully inspiring reminder of what we are all truly capable of when we have a
dream and simply put one foot in front of the other to start and make things happen!”

Not all James adventures have been easy! He survived two
mid ocean rescues and on one he found himself clinging
to a rope ladder on the side of a 100,000-tonne oil tanker
as he climbed to safety in storm force winds in the Indian
Ocean. No stranger to overcoming adversity and dealing
with obstacles, James’ lectures include the importance of risk
management, personal resilience and dealing with setbacks.
James talks with candour and enthusiasm about his
approach to taking on challenges and ‘without doing
anything special’ the way he has tackled physical adventures
that most of us have only imagined experiencing.
He describes how he set incremental and achievable goals,
how he secured sponsorship and support, how he physically
prepared himself, and what experiences these challenges
threw at him. As James tells his story, the listener will believe
that they too could achieve the extraordinary.
James is also passionate about the places he has visited
and the people he has met. He talks with knowledge and
affection of their lives, culture and beliefs and of the debt
he owes certain individuals. He is particularly grateful to the
Sherpas who assisted him on Everest when he succumbed to
a severe lung infection on the descent.
James’ key message is that we can all set ourselves
inspirational goals and achieve them: the capability to
succeed lies within. His practical and pragmatic learning
include the importance of setting interim goals; breaking
tasks down into achievable steps, each one of which
increases the commitment to the overall goal; the need for
self-belief; the willingness of others to help if only you dare
to ask and finally, the value of persistence.
As he neared the summit of Everest, James learnt that the
last few hundred meters were completed a mere ten steps
at a time, until the summit was in reach. With hindsight, this
has been a metaphor for his success and the way he lives his
life to the full.

KEY POINTS COVERED

• Motivation: why do it? What motivates James?

Whatcould motivate you to set your own challenging
goals and achieve them?

• Mindset: how to develop a strong consistent

mindset? Turn your brain into your greatest ally, as
opposed to your worst enemy.

• Organising and logistics: the importance of a
network; the value of persistence. How to set
intermediate goals and push the boundaries.

• Setting the context: just how hard is it to cross the
Atlantic, summit Everest and cycle and fly around
the world? How is it done? How to use manageable
chunks and step outside your comfort zone.

• Dealing with adversity & setbacks: what happened,
even better if, what went well? How to overcome
adversity and stay positive, turn negatives into
positive opportunities and drive for results.

• The rewards: what it feels like to achieve your goals

and how to create a performance culture – supported
by stunning pictures and video captured throughout
James’ career.

• Places and people: it’s an immensely fascinating

world out there and there is nothing better than
personal experience. How to make friends and build a
support network?

• Helping others: what others can learn from this

and how James looks to support others through his
endeavors.

• Risk management: how does James mitigate the risks
associated with his expeditions, and how that relates
to your corporate world.

• Technology: how it is changing adventure and
exploration?

“James has an amazing story to tell,
his enthusiasm was infectious and the
feedback from our team was excellent”

James’ book ‘The Ultimate
Triathlon’ was launched
in April 2016 and has been
endorsed by Bear Grylls.
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